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The Selfish Gene
Crude materialism, reduction of mind to body, extreme individualism. All products of a 17th
century scientific inheritance which looks at the parts of our existence at the expense of the
whole. Cutting through myths of scientific omnipotence, Mary Midgley explores how this
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inheritance has so powerfully shaped the way we are, and the problems it has brought with it.
She argues that poetry and the arts can help reconcile these problems, and counteract
generations of 'one-eyed specialists', unable and unwilling to look beyond their own scientific
or literary sphere. Dawkins, Atkins, Bacon and Descartes all come under fire as Midgely sears
through contemporary debate, from Gaia to memes, and organic food to greenhouse gases.
After years of unquestioned imperialism, science is finally forced to take a step back and
acknowledge the arts.

Proust Was a Neuroscientist
Patiently and lucidly, this Los Angeles Times Book Award and Royal Society of Literature
Heinemann Prize winner identifies the aspects of the theory of evolution that people find hard
to believe and removes the barriers to credibility one by one. "As readable and vigorous a
defense of Darwinism as has been published since 1859".--The Economist.

A Devil's Chaplain
One of the world's bestselling science communicators, Dawkins gives readers an opportunity
to rethink the big questions. In 12 fiercely funny, mind-expanding chapters, he explains how
the natural world arose without a designer--the improbability and beauty of the "bottom-up
programming" that engineers an embryo or a flock of starlings--and challenges head-on some
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of the most basic assumptions made by the world's religions.religions.

Deluded by Dawkins?
An ethologist shows man to be a gene machine whose world is one of savage competition and
deceit

The Unnatural Nature of Science
A brilliant book celebrating improbability as the engine that drives life, by the acclaimed author
of The Selfish Gene and The Blind Watchmaker. The human eye is so complex and works so
precisely that surely, one might believe, its current shape and function must be the product of
design. How could such an intricate object have come about by chance? Tackling this
subject—in writing that the New York Times called "a masterpiece"—Richard Dawkins builds a
carefully reasoned and lovingly illustrated argument for evolutionary adaptation as the
mechanism for life on earth. The metaphor of Mount Improbable represents the combination of
perfection and improbability that is epitomized in the seemingly "designed" complexity of living
things. Dawkins skillfully guides the reader on a breathtaking journey through the mountain's
passes and up its many peaks to demonstrate that following the improbable path to perfection
takes time. Evocative illustrations accompany Dawkins's eloquent descriptions of extraordinary
adaptations such as the teeming populations of figs, the intricate silken world of spiders, and
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the evolution of wings on the bodies of flightless animals. And through it all runs the thread of
DNA, the molecule of life, responsible for its own destiny on an unending pilgrimage through
time. Climbing Mount Improbable is a book of great impact and skill, written by the most
prominent Darwinian of our age.

The God Delusion. 10th Anniversary Edition
The million copy international bestseller, critically acclaimed and translated into over 25
languages. As influential today as when it was first published, The Selfish Gene has become a
classic exposition of evolutionary thought. Professor Dawkins articulates a gene's eye view of
evolution - a view giving centre stage to these persistent units of information, and in which
organisms can be seen as vehicles for their replication. This imaginative, powerful, and
stylistically brilliant work not only brought the insights of Neo-Darwinism to a wide audience,
but galvanized the biology community, generating much debate and stimulating whole new
areas of research. Forty years later, its insights remain as relevant today as on the day it was
published. This 40th anniversary edition includes a new epilogue from the author discussing
the continuing relevance of these ideas in evolutionary biology today, as well as the original
prefaces and foreword, and extracts from early reviews. Oxford Landmark Science books are
'must-read' classics of modern science writing which have crystallized big ideas, and shaped
the way we think.
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The Dawkins Delusion?
A dazzling, passionate polemic against anti-science movements of all kinds. Keats accused
Newton of destroying the poetry of the rainbow by explaining the origin of its colours. In this
illuminating and provocative book, Richard Dawkins argues that Keats could not have been
more mistaken, and shows how an understanding of science enhances our wonder of the
world. He argues that mysteries do not lose their poetry because they are solved: the solution
is often more beautiful than the puzzle, uncovering even deeper mysteries. Dawkins takes up
the most important and compelling topics in modern science, from astronomy and genetics to
language and virtual reality, combining them in a landmark statement on the human appetite
for wonder.

Caught in the Pulpit
In this hugely entertaining sequel to the New York Times bestselling memoir An Appetite for
Wonder, Richard Dawkins delves deeply into his intellectual life spent kick-starting new
conversations about science, culture, and religion and writing yet another of the most
audacious and widely read books of the twentieth century—The God Delusion. Called “one of
the best nonfiction writers alive today” (Stephen Pinker) and a “prize-fighter” (Nature), Richard
Dawkins cheerfully, mischievously, looks back on a lifetime of tireless intellectual adventure
and engagement. Exploring the halls of intellectual inquiry and stardom he encountered after
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the publication of his seminal work, The Selfish Gene; affectionately lampooning the world of
academia, publishing, and television; and studding the pages with funny stories about the great
men and women he’s known, Dawkins offers a candid look at the events and ideas that
encouraged him to shift his attention to the intersection of culture, religion, and science. He
also invites the reader to look more closely at the brilliant succession of ten influential books
that grew naturally out of his busy life, highlighting the ideas that connect them and excavating
their origins. On the publication of his tenth book, the smash hit, The God Delusion, a
“resounding trumpet blast for truth” (Matt Ridley), Richard Dawkins was catapulted from mere
intellectual stardom into a circle of celebrity thinkers dubbed, “The New Atheists”—including
Christopher Hitchens, Sam Harris, and Daniel Dennett. Throughout A Brief Candle in the Dark,
Dawkins shares with us his infectious sense of wonder at the natural world, his enjoyment of
the absurdities of human interaction, and his bracing awareness of life’s brevity: all of which
have made a deep imprint on our culture.

Climbing Mount Improbable
It's only a matter of time before a cosmic disaster spells the end of the Earth. But how
concerned should we about about any of these catastrophic scenarios? And if they do post a
danger, can anything be done to stop them?

Why We Believe in God(s)
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The Oxford Book of Modern Science Writing
In this thoroughly engaging book, leading primatologist and thinker Frans de Waal offers a
heartening, illuminating new perspective on human nature. Bringing together his pioneering
research on primate behavior, the latest findings in evolutionary biology, and insights from
moral philosophy, de Waal explains that we don't need the specters of God or the law in order
to act morally. Instead, our moral nature stems from our biology—specifically, our primate
social emotions, which include empathy, reciprocity, and fairness. We can glimpse this in the
behavior of our closest relatives in the animal kingdom: chimpanzees soothe distressed
neighbors, and bonobos will voluntarily open a door to offer a companion access to their own
food. Building on a wealth of evidence, de Waal reveals that morality is not dictated to us by
religion or social strictures. Rather, it is the inevitable product of our biological nature.

The Human Animal
Wolpert draws on the entire history of science, from Thales of Miletus to Watson and Crick,
from the study of eugenics to the discovery of the double helix. The result is a scientist's view
of the culture of science, authoritative, informed, and mercifully accessible to those who find
cohabiting with this culture a puzzling experience.
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The Magic of Reality
A "defense of science and clear thinking [in a] career-spanning collection of essays, including
twenty pieces published in the United States for the first time"--Amazon.com.

A sonnet to science
The renowned biologist and thinker Richard Dawkins presents his most expansive work yet: a
comprehensive look at evolution, ranging from the latest developments in the field to his own
provocative views. Loosely based on the form of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, Dawkins's Tale
takes us modern humans back through four billion years of life on our planet. As the pilgrimage
progresses, we join with other organisms at the forty "rendezvous points" where we find a
common ancestor. The band of pilgrims swells into a vast crowd as we join first with other
primates, then with other mammals, and so on back to the first primordial organism. Dawkins's
brilliant, inventive approach allows us to view the connections between ourselves and all other
life in a bracingly novel way. It also lets him shed bright new light on the most compelling
aspects of evolutionary history and theory: sexual selection, speciation, convergent evolution,
extinction, genetics, plate tectonics, geographical dispersal, and more. The Ancestor's Tale is
at once a far-reaching survey of the latest, best thinking on biology and a fascinating history of
life on Earth. Here Dawkins shows us how remarkable we are, how astonishing our history,
and how intimate our relationship with the rest of the living world.
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Brief Candle in the Dark
How did the replication bomb we call ”life” begin and where in the world, or rather, in the
universe, is it heading? Writing with characteristic wit and an ability to clarify complex
phenomena (the New York Times described his style as ”the sort of science writing that makes
the reader feel like a genius”), Richard Dawkins confronts this ancient mystery.

Science and Poetry
Reveals how recurring patterns in nature are accounted for by a single governing principle of
physics, explaining how all designs in the world from biological life to inanimate systems evolve
in a sequence of ever-improving designs that facilitate flow.

Candidate Without a Prayer
A sonnet to science presents an account of six ground-breaking scientists who also wrote
poetry, and the effect that this had on their lives and research. How was the universal
computer inspired by Lord Byron? Why was the link between malaria and mosquitos first
captured in the form of a poem? Who did Humphry Davy consider to be an ‘illiterate pirate’?
Written by leading science communicator and scientific poet Dr Sam Illingworth, A sonnet to
science presents an aspirational account of how these two disciplines can work together, and
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in so doing aims to inspire both current and future generations of scientists and poets that
these worlds are not mutually exclusive, but rather complementary in nature.

A Short History of Nearly Everything
Essays on morality, mortality, and much more from the New York Times–bestselling author of
The Selfish Gene and The God Delusion. This early collection of essays from renowned
evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins is an enthusiastic declaration, a testament to the power
of rigorous scientific examination to reveal the wonders of the world. In these essays, Dawkins
revisits the meme, the unit of cultural information that he named and wrote about in his
groundbreaking work, The Selfish Gene. Here also are moving tributes to friends and
colleagues, including a eulogy for novelist Douglas Adams, author of The Hitchhiker’s Guide to
the Galaxy; correspondence with fellow biologist Stephen Jay Gould; commentary on the
events of 9/11; and visits with the famed paleoanthropologists Richard and Meave Leakey at
their African wildlife preserve. Ending with a vivid note to Dawkins’s ten-year-old daughter,
reminding her to remain curious, ask questions, and live the examined life, A Devil’s Chaplain
is a fascinating read by “a man of firm opinions, which he expresses with clarity and punch”
(Scientific American).

The Bonobo and the Atheist: In Search of Humanism Among the Primates
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The God Delusion caused a sensation when it was published in 2006. Within weeks it became
the most hotly debated topic, with Dawkins himself branded as either saint or sinner for
presenting his hard-hitting, impassioned rebuttal of religion of all types. His argument could
hardly be more topical. While Europe is becoming increasingly secularized, the rise of religious
fundamentalism, whether in the Middle East or Middle America, is dramatically and
dangerously dividing opinion around the world. In America, and elsewhere, a vigorous dispute
between 'intelligent design' and Darwinism is seriously undermining and restricting the
teaching of science. In many countries religious dogma from medieval times still serves to
abuse basic human rights such as women's and gay rights. And all from a belief in a God
whose existence lacks evidence of any kind. Dawkins attacks God in all his forms. He
eviscerates the major arguments for religion and demonstrates the supreme improbability of a
supreme being. He shows how religion fuels war, foments bigotry and abuses children. The
God Delusion is a brilliantly argued, fascinating polemic that will be required reading for
anyone interested in this most emotional and important subject.

Unweaving the Rainbow
In high-Andean Peru, Rapaz village maintains a temple to mountain beings who command
water and weather. By examining the ritual practices and belief systems of an Andean
community, this book provides students with rich understandings of unfamiliar religious
experiences and delivers theories of religion from the realm of abstraction. From core field
encounters, each chapter guides readers outward in a different theoretical direction,
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successively exploring the main paths in the anthropology of religion. As well as addressing
classical approaches in the anthropology of religion to rural modernity, Salomon engages with
newer currents such as cognitive-evolution models, power-oriented critiques, the ontological
reworking of relativism, and the "new materialism" in the context of a deep-rooted Andean
ethos. He reflects on central questions such as: Why does sacred ritualism seem almost
universal? Is it seated in social power, human psychology, symbolic meanings, or cultural
logics? Are varied theories compatible? Is "religion" still a tenable category in the post-colonial
world? At the Mountains’ Altar is a valuable resource for students taking courses on the
anthropology of religion, Andean cultures, Latin American ethnography, religious studies, and
indigenous peoples of the Americas.

Days That Changed the World
The Science Delusion offers a counterpart to the wave of aggressive anti-religionism
exemplified by Richard Dawkins' 'scientific' critique of The God Delusion. Its aim is not to
defend any specific religious faiths, but to show how what we call 'science' is as much based
on irrational and dogmatically unquestioned beliefs as the most 'fundamentalist' religion. By
cutting through the common myths and delusions that make up our idea of 'science', as well as
those that science itself is founded upon, philosopher Peter Wilberg lays down a 'heretical'
challenge to the quasi-religious authority that the modern scientific world-view wields in today's
globalised Western media and culture. In contrast to the unthinking debate between secular
atheists and religious theists, he argues that the question of God's reality does not depend on
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the existence or non-existence of a supreme being 'with' consciousness - but can be answered
through a new understanding of God as consciousness.

Science in the Soul
What is it like to be a preacher or rabbi who no longer believes in God? In this expanded and
updated edition of their groundbreaking study, Daniel C. Dennett and Linda LaScola
comprehensively and sensitively expose an inconvenient truth that religious institutions face in
the new transparency of the information age—the phenomenon of clergy who no longer
believe what they publicly preach. In confidential interviews, clergy from across the ministerial
spectrum—from liberal to literal—reveal how their lives of religious service and study have led
them to a truth inimical to their professed beliefs and profession. Although their personal
stories are as varied as the denominations they once represented, or continue to
represent—whether Catholic, Baptist, Episcopalian, Methodist, Mormon, Pentecostal, or any of
numerous others—they give voice not only to their own struggles but also to those who
similarly suffer in tender and lonely silence. As this study poignantly and vividly reveals, their
common journey has far-reaching implications not only for their families, their congregations,
and their communities—but also for the very future of religion.

Atom
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River Out of Eden
The Oh My God Delusion is Ross O'Carrolly Kelly at his finest - and the publc agrees. It was
voted Ireland's favourite book in Eason's 125th birthday poll and won the 2010 Irish Book
Award for Popular Fiction.Ross thought the porty was going to last forever. He certainly didn't
believe the current economic blahdy blah was going to affect people like him. But as he
watched the shutters fall, one by one, on all his old haunts - Renards, Mint, Guess Meanswear
- he was forced to question all the truths that he once held as sacred.Sorcha's boutique was
bleeding him dry, the Deportment of Social Welfare had stuck two yahoos in the penthouse
next door, while Oisinn - his business empire in ruins - hadn't been seen since he porked his
cor at Dublin Airport and took off for who knows where.'Isn't it wonderful?' the old man went to
Ross. 'Times like these, they bring out the best in people like us.'But just when he thought the
recession couldn't get any worse, an unexpected twist in the tale threatened to take away the
most precious thing in the world to him.'Ross at his best: razor sharp, magnificently plotted and
an utter joy to read' Irish Mail on Sunday'Ross's misadventures and on-the-nose observations
never fail to provoke a laugh-out-loud reaction bursting at the seams with spot-on parody' Irish
Times'Will leave you with pains in your cheeks from laughing' RT % GuideThe Oh My God
Delusion is the tenth novel in Paul Howard's 'Ross O'Carroll-Kelly' series. Ross books have
sold half a million copies, are annually nominated for the Popular Fiction prize at the Irish Book
Awards - where they have twice won the prize - and are also critically acclaimed as satirical
masterpieces. Titles include The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Nightdress, Should have
Got off at Sydney Parade, This Champagne Mojito is the Last Thing I Own, Rhino What You
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Did Last Summer, NAMA Mia! and The Shelbourne Ultimatum.

Unweaving the Rainbow
Alister McGrath and Joanna Collicutt McGrath present a reliable assessment of The God
Delusion by Richard Dawkins, famed atheist and scientist, and the many questions this book
raises--including, above all, the relevance of faith and the quest for meaning.

Outgrowing God
A scathingly funny illumination of the 10 Commandments from Penn Jillette, the bigger, louder
half of world-famous magic duo Penn & Teller.

The Science Delusion
One of the world’s most beloved and bestselling writers takes his ultimate journey -- into the
most intriguing and intractable questions that science seeks to answer. In A Walk in the
Woods, Bill Bryson trekked the Appalachian Trail -- well, most of it. In In A Sunburned Country,
he confronted some of the most lethal wildlife Australia has to offer. Now, in his biggest book,
he confronts his greatest challenge: to understand -- and, if possible, answer -- the oldest,
biggest questions we have posed about the universe and ourselves. Taking as territory
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everything from the Big Bang to the rise of civilization, Bryson seeks to understand how we got
from there being nothing at all to there being us. To that end, he has attached himself to a host
of the world’s most advanced (and often obsessed) archaeologists, anthropologists, and
mathematicians, travelling to their offices, laboratories, and field camps. He has read (or tried
to read) their books, pestered them with questions, apprenticed himself to their powerful minds.
A Short History of Nearly Everything is the record of this quest, and it is a sometimes profound,
sometimes funny, and always supremely clear and entertaining adventure in the realms of
human knowledge, as only Bill Bryson can render it. Science has never been more involving or
entertaining. From the Hardcover edition.

Design in Nature
In his book The God Delusion, prominent atheist Richard Dawkins has brought together the
many arguments against the likelihood of God's existence. This challenging book sold 50,000
copies in hardback within a few weeks of publication, and a paperback is set to follow. In
Deluded by Dawkins?, Andrew Wilson subjects these arguments to rigorous analysis. First he
clarifies those which are unsubstantiated or irrelevant, and then he acknowledges the many
points with which Christians can actually agree. From here he examines eight arguments over
which Christians must differ, and explains why. Easy to read and follow, this is for any believer
who wishes to see through the rhetoric to the real issues at stake.
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The Blind Watchmaker
An anthology of diverse and inspiring pieces to browse and to treasure. It shows the many of
the best scientists have displayed as much imagination and skill with the pen as in the
laboratory.

Appetite for Life
With the 2006 publication of The God Delusion, the name Richard Dawkins became a byword
for ruthless skepticism and "brilliant, impassioned, articulate, impolite" debate (San Francisco
Chronicle). his first memoir offers a more personal view. His first book, The Selfish Gene,
caused a seismic shift in the study of biology by proffering the gene-centered view of evolution.
It was also in this book that Dawkins coined the term meme, a unit of cultural evolution, which
has itself become a mainstay in contemporary culture. In An Appetite for Wonder, Richard
Dawkins shares a rare view into his early life, his intellectual awakening at Oxford, and his path
to writing The Selfish Gene. He paints a vivid picture of his idyllic childhood in colonial Africa,
peppered with sketches of his colorful ancestors, charming parents, and the peculiarities of
colonial life right after World War II. At boarding school, despite a near-religious encounter with
an Elvis record, he began his career as a skeptic by refusing to kneel for prayer in chapel.
Despite some inspired teaching throughout primary and secondary school, it was only when he
got to Oxford that his intellectual curiosity took full flight. Arriving at Oxford in 1959, when
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undergraduates "left Elvis behind" for Bach or the Modern Jazz Quartet, Dawkins began to
study zoology and was introduced to some of the university's legendary mentors as well as its
tutorial system. It's to this unique educational system that Dawkins credits his awakening, as it
invited young people to become scholars by encouraging them to pose rigorous questions and
scour the library for the latest research rather than textbook "teaching to" any kind of test. His
career as a fellow and lecturer at Oxford took an unexpected turn when, in 1973, a serious
strike in Britain caused prolonged electricity cuts, and he was forced to pause his computerbased research. Provoked by the then widespread misunderstanding of natural selection
known as "group selection" and inspired by the work of William Hamilton, Robert Trivers, and
John Maynard Smith, he began to write a book he called, jokingly, "my bestseller." It was, of
course, The Selfish Gene. Here, for the first time, is an intimate memoir of the childhood and
intellectual development of the evolutionary biologist and world-famous atheist, and the story of
how he came to write what is widely held to be one of the most important books of the
twentieth century.

Unweaving the Rainbow
In this original, sweeping, and intimate biography, Gleick moves between a comprehensive
historical portrait and a dramatic focus on Newton's significant letters and unpublished
notebooks to illuminate the real importance of his work.
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The Vanity of Humanity
In this groundbreaking volume, J. Anderson Thomson, Jr., MD, with Clare Aukofer, offers a
succinct yet comprehensive study of how and why the human mind generates religious belief.
Dr. Thomson, a highly respected practicing psychiatrist with credentials in forensic psychiatry
and evolutionary psychology, methodically investigates the components and causes of
religious belief in the same way any scientist would investigate the movement of astronomical
bodies or the evolution of life over time—that is, as a purely natural phenomenon. Providing
compelling evidence from psychology, the cognitive neurosciences, and related fields, he, with
Ms. Aukofer, presents an easily accessible and exceptionally convincing case that god(s) were
created by man—not vice versa. With this slim volume, Dr. Thomson establishes himself as a
must-read thinker and leading voice on the primacy of reason and science over superstition
and religion.

God, No!
The national bestselling author of The Physics of Star Trek returns with an “enthusiastic and
entertaining” journey through the science of the cosmos (The Guardian, UK). Taking us on a
millennia-spanning journey through the life of a single oxygen atom, physicist and author
Lawrence M. Krauss traces the history of the cosmos from the Big Bang to the present—and
on into the distant future. With wit and insight, Krauss explicates cutting-edge science and
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reveals the surprising story of matter: what it is, where it came from, and where it’s going.
Along the way, this lively and accessible volume inspires wonder at the powers and unlikely
events that conspired to create our solar system, our ecosystem, and us. “Lawrence Krauss
has Carl Sagan’s knack of expanding the imagination and explaining the mysteries of the
universe in simple terms.” —Stephen Hawking

An Appetite for Wonder
The currents of History run deep and often unseen beneath the everyday ripple of events. But
now and again the current rises to the surface, and the events of a single day shed an
exceptional light on the meaning of the past. Such events are the subject of Days that
Changed the World. Some of the 50 days described here mark the end of an era; others the
start of something new. Many are the dates of bloody battles or murders; others of momentous
decisions or breathtaking discoveries. All are remembered as powerful symbols of their time.
Our story begins almost 2500 years ago on 28 September 480 before the Christian Era, when
the Athenian navy destroyed the Persian invasion fleet in the Bay of Salamis. Had the Persians
won we might never have heard the names of Plato, Aristotle or Alexander, nor recognize the
word democracy. Charting 50 such defining moments, concluding with 11 September 2001 and
the destruction of New York's Twin Towers, Days that Changed the World is a unique and
fascinating way to portray the story of world history. These 50 history-making days include:
The Battle of the Salamis; The Assassination of Julius Caesar; The Crucifixion of Jesus Christ;
The Dedication of Constantinople; The Death of Muhammad; The Coronation of Charlemagne;
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The Death of Genghis Khan; The Fall of Constantinople; The Defeat of the Spanish Armada;
The Defenestration of Prague; The Fall of the Bastille; The Battle of Waterloo; Parliament
Passing the Emancipation Act; The Battle of Sedan; The Boxer Rebellion; The First Day of the
Somme; The Japanese Attack on Pearl Harbor; The Bombing of Hiroshima; Martin Luther
King's "I have a Dream'; The Breaching of the Berlin Wall; Nelson Mandela's Release from
Prison; Nine Eleven.

Isaac Newton
The New York Times–bestselling author provides an “entertaining” look at how artists enlighten
us about the workings of the brain (New York magazine). In this book, the author of How We
Decide and Imagine: How Creativity Works “writes skillfully and coherently about both art and
science”—and about the connections between the two (Entertainment Weekly). In this
technology-driven age, it’s tempting to believe that science can solve every mystery. After all,
it’s cured countless diseases and sent humans into space. But as Jonah Lehrer explains,
science is not the only path to knowledge. In fact, when it comes to understanding the brain,
art got there first. Taking a group of artists—a painter, a poet, a chef, a composer, and a
handful of novelists—Lehrer shows how each one discovered an essential truth about the mind
that science is only now rediscovering. We learn, for example, how Proust first revealed the
fallibility of memory; how George Eliot discovered the brain’s malleability; how the French chef
Escoffier discovered umami (the fifth taste); how Cézanne worked out the subtleties of vision;
and how Gertrude Stein exposed the deep structure of language—a full half-century before the
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work of Noam Chomsky and other linguists. More broadly, Lehrer shows that there’s a cost to
reducing everything to atoms and acronyms and genes. Measurement is not the same as
understanding, and art knows this better than science does. An ingenious blend of biography,
criticism, and first-rate science writing, Proust Was a Neuroscientist urges science and art to
listen more closely to each other, for willing minds can combine the best of both to brilliant
effect. “His book marks the arrival of an important new thinker . . . Wise and fresh.” —Los
Angeles Times

The Living Wild
More than two hundred full-color photographs by a distinguished nature photographer and
dozens of maps celebrate some of the world's most magnificent animals, from the giant panda
and lowland gorilla to tiny insects, accompanied by essays by leading conservationists
including Jane Goodall. 35,000 first printing. $75,000 ad/promo.

The Ancestor's Tale
From the New York Times–bestselling author of Science in the Soul. “If any recent writing
about science is poetic, it is this” (The Wall Street Journal). Did Sir Isaac Newton “unweave the
rainbow” by reducing it to its prismatic colors, as John Keats contended? Did he, in other
words, diminish beauty? Far from it, says acclaimed scientist Richard Dawkins; Newton’s
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unweaving is the key too much of modern astronomy and to the breathtaking poetry of modern
cosmology. Mysteries don’t lose their poetry because they are solved: the solution often is
more beautiful than the puzzle, uncovering deeper mysteries. With the wit, insight, and
spellbinding prose that have made him a bestselling author, Dawkins takes up the most
important and compelling topics in modern science, from astronomy and genetics to language
and virtual reality, combining them in a landmark statement of the human appetite for wonder.
This is the book Dawkins was meant to write: A brilliant assessment of what science is (and
isn’t), a tribute to science not because it is useful but because it is uplifting. “A love letter to
science, an attempt to counter the perception that science is cold and devoid of aesthetic
sensibility . . . Rich with metaphor, passionate arguments, wry humor, colorful examples, and
unexpected connections, Dawkins’ prose can be mesmerizing.” —San Francisco Chronicle
“Brilliance and wit.” —The New Yorker

At the Mountains’ Altar
Humans are the centre of the universe, but the universe just got a lot bigger! Humans have
been at the top of the food chain for so long that we think we're the supreme beings, the
chosen ones. The universe thinks different. The human ego is irrepressible, but we are tiny
specks living on a pale blue dot lost within the multi-verse.

Death from the Skies!
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Free Reading Unweaving The Rainbow Science Delusion And The Appetite
For Wonder
The best-selling author of The God Delusion and the artist of such award-winning graphic
novels as Wizard and Glass address key scientific questions previously explained by rich
mythologies, from the evolution of the first humans and the life cycle of stars to the principles of
a rainbow and the origins of the universe. 150,000 first printing.

The Selfish Gene
Describes the life and career of the French chef and television personality, from her wealthy
childhood in California and married years in France to her successful cooking show in the
United States
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Free Reading Unweaving The Rainbow Science Delusion And The Appetite
For Wonder
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Free Reading Unweaving The Rainbow Science Delusion And The Appetite
For Wonder
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